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Abstract： The first Stokes radiation(Sl，395．6 nn1)of SRS of CH4，pumped by a pulsed d：H G 

laser at 355nm，is used as on of NO．2一DIAL．A numerical stud3’is done，aiming to explain qualitatix ely 

the practically important physical behm ior of the configurations． And a series of experinlents are 

reported here on the generation of Stokes orders generated in CH4．By adjusting pumping laser 

energy，beam quality and the pressure of gas，the relationship between them and the energ3’conversion 

efficiency of scattering radiations is obtained，Finally，the appropriate condition to optimize S1 is 

found． 
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Introduction 

Differentia1 absorption 1idar(DIAL)is one of effecti、re tools to measure atmospheric polhltants with the 

highly temporal and spatial resolution，such as NO2，SO2 and 03 1J．Ti：Sapphire and OPO has been operated 

as laser sources of DIAL．The difficulty is that these tunable laser systems need the precise W ax，elength control 

and calibration，and their complexity and expensive maintenance limit their wide application
． 

Recently．Raman—shi~ers are used as the UV 1aser sources for DIAL system because of their stable 

wavelength shifc and simplicity of the setup[ ，引
． SRS of H2，D2 and CH4 pumped by fourth harmonic of 

Nd：YAG has been successfully conducted for Oa—DIAL application[ 
． This paper presents the numerical 

analysis and experiments of SRS of CH4 pumped by third—harmonic Nd：YAG laser
， whose first Stokes(S1) 

radiation at 395．6 nm may be used as the absorption wavelength of NO2一DIAL． 

2 Experimental setup 

The experimental setup of the SRS system，which is used here，is similar to that of Ref．[2]．Nd：YAG 

laser is in an oscillator—amplifier configuration．The pump light is third—harmonic Nd：YAG laser at 355 nlll
， 

with a pulse duration of 18 ns，divergence of 0．5 mrad，maximum pulse energy of 80 mJ
， and repetition rate of 

l0 Hz．Raman cell is made of stainless steel with 1-m long，and it is filled with CH4 as Raman media with the 
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Durity 99．99％．Two plane—convex quartz lenses of Raman cell windows have 1．8 cnl diameter and focal length 

30 cm and 70 cm，respectively，so as to decrease the divergence of output scattering radiation by expanding 

the beam．A regulable diaphragm is used to change the pump energy and pump beam quality· 

Taking the ratio of the two detectors’signals，the absorption and reflection losses at the various optical 

elemeI1ts used(Raman cell windows，prism，etc)into account，we get the energy conversion efficiency of the 

forward SRS e act． 

3 Numerica1 study 

In the case of gases．the plane—wave steady—state Raman gain coefficient gR1 is given by (。 

da 
．qR 

2ALAN 
rrhc2vSAvR’ 

(1) 

where da／d~2 is the P—S1 differential Raman cross section(cm ／sr)，h is Plank’s constant(J／s)，c is the 

speed of light(cm／s)， R is the Raman linewidth(FWHM in cm一 )， s is the Stokes wavelength(cm)， 

Ⅳ is the population difference between the initial and the final energy levels(cm )．In case of CH4 J 

△uR=0．32+0．122p(cm )，where P is the gas pressure(MPa)．To achieve the steady—state condition，the 

pump laser duration should exceed 30 at least[引
， where T2= l(~eAvR)is the dephasing time．Its 

variation with pressure is shown in Fig．1． It is obvious 》 30 in present experiment，which achieves 

steady—state conditions． 
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Fig．1 Dephasing times(ps1 at 

different pressure(MPa) 
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Fig．2 Calculated Ram an normalized 

S1 gain coefficient as a function 

ofgas pressure for CH4 

Pressure／M Pa 

Fig．3 Calculated norm alized 

conversion efficiency of S2 generated 

only by FW M a8 a function of gas 

pressure for CH4 

Assuming that the pump depletion is negligible，the growth of the Stokes field is given ：／sl(1)= 

／s1(0)egp1“p，where Is1(0)is the input stokes signal，which arises from the spontaneous Raman scattering and 

quantum noise， is the intensity of the pump beam，1 is the length of the Raman cell，and gp1 is the Raman 

gain coefficient．According to calculation，the normalized Raman gain coefficient of S1，as a function of gas 

pressure for CH4，is shown in Fig．2．It can be seen that SI gain increases persistently with pressure below 

3 M Pa，so the energy conversion efficiency on S1 increases，too． 

When S1 is strong enough，it will generate the second Stokes(S2)by cascade Raman scattering．By 

neglecting the four—wave mixing(FWM)and other nonlinear processes，the intensity of S2 due to cascade 

Raman processes is given by the expression 

where gs2 is the Raman gain coefficient for S2．Similar expressions can be written for the higher—order Stokes 

radiation． 
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The high gain leads to Stokes cascade with coexisting FW  I processes·FW  I is a third—order no lu ear 

Drocess，and there is no threshold foi·its creation，but it needs vector phase m atching[5 J·In generaL cascad ng 

SRS is the don1inant process in a soft focusing geometry．However，in a tight focusing geotnetr3’，F W  I 1s the 

dominant Dr0cess．If we neglect the higher—order Stokes contribution to S2 and only cons der the punlp’bl, 

and矗rst anti—Stokes(AS1)，the donfinant mixing process in S2 generation would be CoS2=2 sl— SO because 

of its sma11er wave—vector mismatch． We can conclude that FW M dominates S2 generatioI at low Pressures 

where the wave-vector nlisnlatch is small；the cascade 

increased and the contribution by FW  decreases． 

Ranlan processes contribute Ii]OI‘e as the gas pi’essure is 

For a ce11 whose length is comparable to the laser confocal pai'anleter，assulIllng that only a l0west— 

order Gaussian(TEM00)beam is produced，output power P of S2，generated by FW I is gix’en by P — 

Bp2 exp(一blAk1)[6]，where B is a constant to be independent of pressure P，b is the laser confo al P u。一 

ter(cm1．and△ is the wave—vector mismatch caused by the dispersion of the medium．Fig．3 shows theoretica1 

Dredictions of S2 conversion efficiency for FW M alone in CH4，normalized to unit3’at the nlaxln uin yah · 

Fbr higher—order Stokes，there are Inore F、、 ．hi processes，and those conversion efficiencies are 1oⅥ’er in gellei’a1一 

which wouldn’t be presented here because the analysis is more complicated· 

C0n、 erslon to anti—Stokes wax，elengths from the pump and Stokes proceed only by FW  I processes[Tj，The 

anti—Stokes cascading is InUCh inoi·e sensitive to the pressure：all the anti—Stokes efficiencies are to deci’ease with 

pressure ultimate1 y-due to the increase of wa、 e-、 ector nlisnlatch，which is different froin the Stokes cascading- 

4 Experimental result and discussion 

By adjusting the regulable diaphragm to select the centra1 part of pump laser bean1·pumP。 。 g3’ 

changed．Scattered—radiations energy percent、 ersus the diameter of diaphragm is shown in Fig．4． Energ) 

Dercent of S1 increasesⅥ，ith the diameter of diaphragm while it is small，and Ⅵ’hich reaches to illaxinlUlll 

54．78％ at diaphragm of 2 InIn．Because of lower pump energy，S1 is not strong enough to genei’ate too I11ucj1 

S2 as new"pump energy．On the other hand，FW  【processes are suppressed Ⅵ’ith smaller aperture· U slI g 

the data presented in Ref．【5]，we obtain a wave-、tector mismatch of 35．67 cn1一 for CH4 at 2．2 Xlpa· 

Tt1e phase-match angle[8]given by v／—kpAk／—ks2ks is 16．76 mrad．The divergence of the pump beam in the 

Raman cell is 6．67 mrad with the beam diameter of 2 InII1 at the entrance windox~ and a focal length of 

30 cm ．Since the dixrergence of the pump beam is sm aller than the phase—II1atch angle，FW  I processes are 

suppressed．Furthernlore，the pump beam is far from diffraction limited[。】(0=4A／rcD，A=355 nIn，j=)=2 IilIn， 

and 0： 0．226 Inrad)，which also reduces F、 I processes．Therefore the higher—order Stokes and anti—Stokes 

radiations alre very weak，and more pump energy is distributed to S1．W hen the diaphragm is wide enough，the 

di、，ergence of the pump beam is comparable to the phase—Inatch angle then the influence of FW  I processes 

are prominent，at the same tinle，pump energy increases．Both the phase—nlatch and increase of pump enel‘g3’ 

facmtate the generation of S2，other high-order Stokes and anti—Stokes radiation． In the cascade Raman 

pr0cess，S2 generated can never rise simultaneousl3’with or exceed Sl [61
．
It is obvious that S2 exceeds Sl 

in Fig．4 when diaphragm is larger than 5 InH1 with pump energy more than 40 nlJ，which indicates that a 

dominant contribution to the generation of S2 COllies from FW M ．This result accords with analysis abox’e．So， 

we can use a Raman cell entrance lens with longer focal length，or decrease the divergence of pump beam to 

suppress FW M for higher energy conversion efliciency on S 1． 
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W ith a beamsplitter placed in front of the entrance of cell，pump energy decreases to 40 mJ．W ithout 

diaphragm ，scattered—radiation energy conversion efficiency versus pressure is shown in Fig．5．W e find that 

total energy conversion efficiency($1+$2+AS1，neglecting other scattered—radiations)is increased with the 

increase of pressure during the whole course，which reaches the maximum 57
．55％ at 2．5 MPa．The energy 

conversion efficiencies of S 1 and S2 rise simultaneously with the pressure，and they are almost equal abo、re 

1．8 M Pa．And the maximum energy conversion efficiency of S1 reaches 28
．66％ at 2．5 MPa．which is higher 

than that described in ref．[5】．The changing trend of S1 accords with the analysis in Fig．2．It is found 

that the energy of stokes radiation is unstable
， which drifts about 20％ with pump energy variation of less 

than 10％，and even sometimes s2 is much stronger than S 1 for some pulses
． The simultaneous increase and 

intension of S 1 and S2 indicate that FW M is prominent for generation of S2
． It is easy to know that vector 

phase matching for the existence of FW M is reached from the calculation according to the formu1a ab0ve
． 

Because of the difference of transverse intensity of the pump beam
， the pump energy of the bean1 edge is 1ess 

than that described in Fig．4，then S1 is stronger than S2 persistently
． From the changing trend of Fig

．5．we 

can say that the measured optimization pressure for S2 is not less than 2
．5 Mpa，which is higher than the 

theoretical predictions in Fig
．3．The discrepancy may be due to the interaction of FW M and cascade Ram an 

scattering．Newton and Schindler[ 。]showed that the ratio of the SRS gain to the FW M phase mismat
ch 

was proportionally related to the FW M averaging effect
． Another possible reason for the discrepancv is the 

assumption of a single Gaussian mode，in general
， the wave generated by four—wave mixing has a multimode 

structure which will shift the optimization pressure to the higher side[11]
． 

蔓 

f＼ 

Diaphragnvlnm 

Fig．4 Energy percent(％)on different radiation of the 

total output energy versus diaphragm(mm)． 

Pressure／M Pa 

Fig．5 Energy conversion efficiency(％)on different 

．

,

radiation versus pressure(MPA) 

l'he maⅪmum theo etical energy conversion efficiency for a Raman laser is given by叼=( 一"R)／ I5] 

where Up is the frequency of the third—harmonic of Nd：YAG laser
，
8169 cm一 ，"R=2916cm —l

， so the maxinlum 

energY conversion efficiency is 89．6％． Under the conditions mentioned above
， changing pressure of gas

,
the 

max mum energy conversion efficiency is 57．55％，which is less than 89．6％
． In addition to the Raman f0rward 

scattering and FW M processes，there are many loss processes
，
which may be responsible for the 1oss of pun1p 

energY，such as Raman backward scattering
，stimulated Brillouin and Rayleigh scatterings

． etc． 

5 Conc】usjon 

w e have inVestigated the performance。f a single—Pass
，
multi一。rder stokes generated system using CH4 

黼 Raman media·It is found that FW M has an important efiect on the energY c。n
versi。n efficiency 。f S 1， 

whi h is higher with smaIIer aperture than that with larger aperture
． Given fixed purep energy

，
the energy 

。nVe i。n emciencies。n S1 and S2 increase with the pressure
． Ab。ve 1．8 M Pa they are almost equa1

， and the 

maximum on S1 is 28·66％at 2．5 MPa，at the same time
，
the energy stability of Slis better than that at loⅥ，er 

0  0  0  0  0  
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pressure．So we can decrease the divergence of pump beam and increase pressure to optimize S1(395．6 nm) 

radiation used as n for DIAL measurements of NO2． 
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CH4受激拉曼散射产生紫外激光用于 NO2差分吸收激光雷达的研究 

徐 贲 ．一，岳古明 ，吴永华 ，周 军 ，张寅超 ，胡欢陵 

(1 中国科学院安徽光学精密机械研究所大气光学重点实验室， 安徽 合肥 230031 

2 中国计量学院光电子技术研究所， 浙江 杭州 310018) 

摘 要 ： 脉冲 Nd：YAG三倍频激光 (355 nm)泵浦 CH4的受激拉曼散射第一级斯托克斯光 (395．6 nm)用作 NO2 

差分吸收激光雷达的 。 。为研究 CH4的受激拉曼散射效应和定量解释其物理机理作了数值模拟计算，并作了一系列的 

实验。通过调节泵浦能量、光束质量和气体压强，得到了各级散射光的能量转化效率与三者间的函数关系，找到了第一级斯 

托克斯光的优化条件。 

关键词 ： 大气光学；差分吸收激光雷达；受激拉曼散射 
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究所大气光学重点实验室攻读硕士，研究方向为大气探测激光雷达用 Nd：YAG激光器和拉曼激光器等
， 
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